ABSTRACT: Nucleotide excision repair (NER) excises a variety of environmentally derived DNA lesions. However, NER efficiencies for structurally different DNA lesions can vary by orders of magnitude; yet the origin of this variance is poorly understood. Our goal is to develop computational strategies that predict and identify the most hazardous, repair-resistant lesions from the plethora of such adducts. In the present work, we are focusing on lesion recognition by the xeroderma pigmentosum C protein complex (XPC), the first and required step for the subsequent assembly of factors needed to produce successful NER. We have performed molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the initial binding of Rad4, the yeast orthologue of human XPC, to a library of 10 different lesion-containing DNA duplexes derived from environmental carcinogens. These vary in lesion chemical structures and conformations in duplex DNA and exhibit a wide range of relative NER efficiencies from repair resistant to highly susceptible. We have determined a promising set of structural descriptors that characterize initial binding of Rad4 to lesions that are resistant to NER. Key initial binding requirements for successful recognition are absent in the repairresistant cases: There is little or no duplex unwinding, very limited interaction between the β-hairpin domain 2 of Rad4 and the minor groove of the lesion-containing duplex, and no conformational capture of a base on the lesion partner strand. By contrast, these key binding features are present to different degrees in NER susceptible lesions and correlate to their relative NER efficiencies. Furthermore, we have gained molecular understanding of Rad4 initial binding as determined by the lesion structures in duplex DNA and how the initial binding relates to the repair efficiencies. The development of a computational strategy for identifying NER-resistant lesions is grounded in this molecular understanding of the lesion recognition mechanism.
■ INTRODUCTION
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is a conserved defense mechanism against a broad range of pro-mutagenic DNA lesions derived from environmental pollutants, such as polycyclic aromatic chemicals. 1−3 If these lesions are not repaired and progress to replication, they can cause mutations that initiate cancer. Hence, these repair-resistant lesions are the most detrimental ones to human health. 4 While overall strategies of mammalian and prokaryotic NER have been elucidated, why the NER susceptibility of chemically different lesions varies greatly is not well understood. Hence, the problem of efficiently identifying the NER-resistant lesions from among the large number is an open challenge. The goal of the present study is to develop predictive computational strategies, bench-marked by experimental NER data, that will permit identification of repair-resistant lesions. Predictive toxicology is showing promise with the recently demonstrated capability for identifying toxicity of chemicals, such as candidate additives for foods, that rivals results obtained with animal testing. 5, 6 There are two subpathways of NER, global genomic NER (GG-NER) 1, 7 and transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER), 8−10 which differ only in the first lesion-recognition step. In TC-NER, recognition is accomplished by a stalled RNA polymerase II. In GG-NER, the current focus, recognition is carried out by the XPC-RAD23B complex, 2 aided in cells by centrin 2 11 and UV-DDB for UV photo lesions. 12, 13 UV-DDB is believed to hand off cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) lesions to XPC. 2 This essential lesion recognition role of XPC has been well established by experimental studies, which have shown that XPC binding is required for the subsequent binding of the TFIIH complex. 1,14−16 The XPD helicase in TFIIH verifies the lesion. 17 Subsequently, other NER factors are recruited to ultimately produce excision of the 24−32-mer lesioncontaining oligonucleotide, followed by repair synthesis to restore the DNA sequence. 1 Mutations in XPC cause a xeroderma pigmentosum disease that produces extreme UV sensitivity and skin cancers. 18 The X-ray crystal structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad4-Rad23, a yeast orthologue of human XPC-RAD23B, bound to a CPD lesion-containing DNA duplex with mismatched partner thymines, has provided our first molecular level insight into lesion recognition by XPC 19 ( Figure 1 ). The trans-glutaminase domain (TGD) and β-hairpin domain 1 (BHD1) of Rad4 bind nonspecifically to the DNA sequence 3′ to the lesion site, BHD2 binds at the lesion site from the minor groove side, and the β-hairpin domain 3 (BHD3) β-hairpin is inserted into the DNA helix at the lesion site from the major groove: The CPD is extruded, and its mismatched partner bases are flipped out and bound into their binding pockets in Rad4 (Figure 1 ). This structure, the productive open complex, suggests that β-hairpin insertion and flipping of the two partner strand bases are key elements of lesion recognition in NER. Since such productive binding requires denaturation at the lesion site, it is hypothesized that productive binding of XPC is facilitated by lesion-imposed DNA distortions and thermodynamic destabilizations, including especially ruptured Watson− Crick base pairing. 20−24 However, little is known about how XPC binding varies for the diverse array of structurally different lesions.
For two different well-repaired lesion-containing duplexes, we have previously determined computationally the full binding pathways of Rad4/yeast XPC to the productive open complex. 25, 26 The two lesions were a small CPD in a duplex with mismatched partner thymines and a bulky 10R-(+)-cisanti-benzo[a]pyrene-N 2 -dG (cis-B[a]P-dG) lesion in a duplex with normal partner base C. Differences in molecular details and energetics of the pathways were revealed, and differences are manifested upon the initial binding. Due to the dynamically extruded partner base C in the major groove of the cis-B[a]PdG-containing duplex, 27, 28 the initial binding of Rad4 is quickly achieved via first capture of the partner C by the BHD2 and BHD3 domains. However, initial binding for the small CPD with stacked-in partner thymines entailed probing of the minor groove by the BHD2 hairpin without partner base capture. Although different, the initial binding of Rad4 to both duplexes involves binding of BHD2 to the minor groove at the lesion site and distortions of the DNA duplex, especially unwinding. Here we hypothesize that initial binding of Rad4 varies for structurally different lesions with different NER susceptibilities and that poor XPC binding substrates would inhibit initial binding, leading to failure in lesion recognition and consequent repair resistance.
In the current study, we have explored, using extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Rad4/yeast XPC initial binding to a library of lesion-containing DNA duplexes that have different lesion topologies, stereochemistry, damaged base identity, and sequence context (Figure 2 and Figure S1 ). These lesions are derived from polycyclic aromatic chemicals that are mutagenic and carcinogenic environmental pollutants; their NER susceptibilities vary greatly, from resistant to wellrepaired, 22,28−31 as reviewed by Geacintov and Broyde. 32 We quantified BHD2 binding into the minor groove using Alpha Space 33 and also quantified duplex untwisting/unwinding from its starting state prior to engagement of BHD2 at the lesion site. Our results showed that extent of BHD2 binding and unwinding of the duplex correlated well with NER efficiencies: Repair-resistant duplexes exhibit no significant unwinding with limited BHD2 interactions; only well-repaired duplexes show substantial unwinding and extensive BHD2 binding that is accompanied by conformational capture of a lesion partner base; and intermediate values for BHD2 binding and duplex unwinding are observed for moderately repaired lesions. Overall, these computational features of repair susceptibility and resistance are promising predictors of NER-resistant lesions based on our current lesion selection.
■ METHODS
The lesion containing 28-mer DNA duplexes were modeled based on known NMR/MD-derived structures ( Figure 2 and Figure  S1 ). 22,27,28,34−39 Then an apo Rad4 model, based on the crystal structure of apo Rad4 (PDB ID: 2QSF), was docked on to the damaged DNA with its TGD and BHD1 domains positioned as in the crystal structure of the productive open complex (PDB ID: 2QSG). In these starting structures, BHD2 and BHD3 hairpins are close to the lesion site but not yet bound ( Figure S1 ). MD simulations were performed for the starting protein−DNA complexes with Na + counterions and explicit TIP3P water in a cubic periodic box using AMBER16. 40 The MD simulations for all cases were run to 1.5 μs. Initial binding that was stable for ∼0.5 μs was achieved at ∼1 μs ( Figures S2−S11) , and the analyses were based on the ensemble between 1.0 and 1.5 μs.
To evaluate duplex untwisting around the lesion site, we measured the twist angles for the lesion-containing 6-mer ( Figure S1 ) using the cpptraj module of AMBER16 40 and calculated the untwist angle at the initial binding state (Untwist = Twist start − Twist initial binding state , Figure S1 ). Twist start is the ensemble average twist angle of the lesioncontaining 6-mer during the first 1 ns of production MD, during which significant untwisting was not observed (Figures S2−S11); this ensemble represents the state of the lesion-containing sequence before the engagement of BHD2. Twist initial binding state is the twist angle of the lesion-containing 6-mer for the structures in the initial binding state ensemble (1−1.5 μs). Positive values indicate further untwisting and negative values indicate further twisting.
To quantify BHD2′s binding into the DNA minor groove, the best representative structure for the initial binding state of each lesioncontaining duplex was analyzed. The best representative structure is defined as the one frame that has the shortest RMSD for the heavy atoms of the lesion-containing 6-mer and the protein backbone atoms Figure 1 . Crystal structure of the yeast orthologue of human XPC productively bound to CPD containing-DNA with mismatched thymines (PDB ID: 2QSG). 19 The crystal structure is shown in cartoon representation. The TGD is yellow, the R4BD (Rad4/XPC binding domain in Rad23) is beige, BHD1 is marine, BHD2 is orange, BHD3 is dark green, and the DNA is light gray. The unresolved CPD (red) and BHD2 (orange) hairpin tip are indicated by dashed lines. The mismatched thymines (blue) that are flipped into their binding pockets are also shown in a zoomed-in view showing the surface of the binding pockets.
of BHD2 to all other frames in each ensemble. The alpha space (AS) volumes (V α ) of the binding pockets in the DNA and their occupancies (O α ) by BHD2 were calculated using AlphaSpace v1.0. 33 The total occupied AS volume (∑V α × O α ) was used to quantify the extent of BHD2 binding into the DNA minor groove (Figures S2−S11). The value reflects the curvature and surface area of the DNA minor groove region that is occupied by BHD2.
Full details on modeling, force field, MD protocols, and analyses are given in Supporting Information.
■ RESULTS
We carried out extensive MD simulations to explore initial binding states of Rad4 to a library of lesion-containing duplexes that were modeled based on their solution NMR/ MD-derived structures ( Figure 2B ). These lesions differ greatly in chemical structures, conformations in duplex DNA, and their experimental NER excision efficiencies that vary from resistant to efficiently repaired ( Figure 3A ). Initial binding states of Rad4 that were stable for ∼0.5 μs were obtained from structural ensembles in the 1.0−1.5 μs range of the production MDs. We devised computational characterizations that would reflect how well Rad4 binds initially to the lesion-containing DNA; these were based on experimental and computational studies of the XPC binding process, detailed in Discussion. These key descriptors are (1) duplex unwinding from the simulation starting conformation ( Figure S1 ); (2) the BHD2 occupied AS volume 33 (Figures S2−S11), which reflects the curvature and surface area of the DNA minor groove that is bound by BHD2; and (3) lesion partner base flipping and capture by Rad4 (Figure 3 ). 
The benzylic ring is denoted by "A". The * designates that the base is modified. (B) NMR/ MD-derived structures of lesion-containing duplexes. The structures of the central 5-mers are shown in cartoon and sticks, with hydrogen atoms and backbone phosphate oxygens hidden. The lesion-containing base and its partner are blue, and the adduct is red. The view is into the minor groove. Full details for the NMR/MD-derived structures are reviewed in ref 32 and given in refs 22, 27, 28, and 34−39. The structural properties are fully summarized in Supporting Information. For the cis-B[a]P-dG cases, key differences entail the partner base identity and position or its absence. For the minor groove positioned trans-B[a]P-dG, the key difference is the 5′ vs 3′ orientation of the B[a]P ring system. For the PhIP-C8-dG, the mobile phenyl ring protruding in the minor groove is a key structural feature. For the bulky 14R-DB[a,l]P adducts, key differences are the intercalation from the minor groove with ruptured G*:C base pair for the dG* adduct but intercalation from the major groove with Watson−Crick pairing maintained for the dA* adduct.
In the Well-Repaired Lesion-Containing Duplexes, the Lesion Partner Base Is Captured by the BHD3 Hairpin and BHD2 Binds Extensively, with Substantial Local Unwinding at the Lesion Site.
cis-B[a]P-dG:dC Duplex. We have further analyzed our previously obtained MD trajectory of Rad4, as it achieves the initial binding state with the base-displaced intercalated cis-B[a]P-dG-containing DNA duplex with normal partner C; this is the first step in our study of the full binding pathway. 26 In this initial binding state, the preflipped partner C is captured in a pocket between BHD2 and BHD3 ( Figure 3B ), and BHD2 binds extensively into the minor groove around the lesion site. Here we analyzed the BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume and obtained a high value of 309 Å 3 ( Figure S2 ). Correlated with this extensive insertion of BHD2 into the minor groove and partner base capture, our current analyses revealed that the DNA duplex is unwound around the lesion site with an untwist angle of 32°( Figure 3A) .
PhIP-C8-dG:dC Duplex. At the initial binding state of Rad4 to the N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo [4,5-b] pyridine (PhIP-C8-dG)-containing duplex with normal partner C, the preflipped partner C in this base-displaced intercalated duplex is captured in a pocket between BHD2 and BHD3 ( Figure 3B) , and the BHD2 hairpin binds extensively in the minor groove at the lesion site, with a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 320 Å 3 ( Figure S3 ). Accompanying the insertion of the BHD2 hairpin into the minor groove, there is significant unwinding with an untwist angle of 29°( Figure 3A) .
14R-DB[a,l]P-dG:dC Duplex. In this classically intercalated
-dG (14R-DB[a,l]PdG)-containing duplex with normal partner C, the partner C is initially not Watson−Crick paired with the damaged guanine and extrudes during the binding process. A stable initial binding state is achieved when the partner C is captured by the pocket between BHD2 and BHD3 ( Figure 3B ). At the initial binding state, the BHD2 hairpin binds extensively in the minor groove, with a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 251 Å 3 ( Figure S4 ). The duplex unwinds with a very substantial untwist angle of 57°( Figure 3A) , which results from the partner base flipping and its capture during the initial binding process ( Figure S4 ).
Repair-Resistant Lesion-Containing Duplexes Do Not Exhibit Partner Base Capture, Achieve Very Limited Interactions with BHD2, and Do Not Exhibit Significant Duplex Unwinding.
cis-B[a]P-dG:Deletion Duplex. We anticipated that initial binding of Rad4 would be inhibited by the missing partner nucleotide opposite the lesion and the strong van der Waals interactions between the B[a]P rings and adjacent base pairs, which would impede unwinding in this base-displaced intercalated duplex. 22 Our results do show failed initial recognition of the lesioned duplex by Rad4. Rad4 stays stably at the lesion site for ∼500 ns and then translocates one base pair step to the 3′ side of the lesion-containing strand, where it remains stably for the last 500 ns ( Figure S5 ). We investigated Rad4 initial binding at both of these locations. For the initial binding at the lesion site, the BHD2 hairpin does not insert into the minor groove ( Figure 3C ). It has limited interactions with the DNA backbone, with a very low BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 58 Å 3 . Furthermore, there is no significant unwinding with an untwist angle of −2°( Figure  3A) . For the initial binding at the translocated position 3′ to the lesion, the results are similar, with a low BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 124 Å 3 and no unwinding of the DNA duplex ( Figure S5 ).
cis-B[a]P-dG:dA Duplex. The Rad4 initial binding to the cis-B[a]P-dG:dA duplex shows that extensive interactions of partner A with the major groove prevent the duplex from unwinding. 28 At the initial binding state, the BHD2 hairpin interacts via dynamic hydrogen bonds with the DNA phosphate groups around the lesion site as well as by hydrophobic interactions with the lesion, but inserts only marginally ( Figure 3C and Figure S6 ). The BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume is a low value of 89 Å 3 ( Figure S6 ). There is no significant unwinding with an untwist angle of −6°( Figure 3A ). 14R-DB[a,l]P-dA:dT Duplex. Upon Rad4 initial binding to the 14R-(+)-trans-anti-dibenzo[a,l]pyrene-N 6 -dA (14R-DB-[a,l]P-dA)-containing duplex, there is no further unwinding, due to the strong van der Waals stacking interactions in the intercalation pocket of this classically intercalated structure with Watson−Crick pairing maintained. 23 At the initial binding state, the untwist angle is 3°( Figure 3A) . BHD2 binds to a limited extent to the minor groove on the 3′ side of the bulky DB[a,l]P rings, because the rings protrude to the minor groove and widen it ( Figure 3C ). The BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume is 117 Å 3 ( Figure S7 ). In the Moderately Repaired Lesion-Containing Duplexes, Partner Base Capture Does Not Occur, and BHD2 Binds Moderately, with Variable Local Unwinding at the Lesion Site.
PhIP-C8-dG:Deletion Duplex. Despite the absence of the partner nucleotide, this base-displaced intercalated duplex does manifest modest repair; this is in contrast to the cis-B[a]PdG:deletion duplex which is repair-resistant and inhibits BHD2 binding and correlated unwinding. By comparison, the PhIP adduct is much less stable at the lesion site, with weaker stacking by the intercalated ring system, due to its topological difference: the mobile phenyl ring and smaller aromatic ring system. Upon initial binding by Rad4, this duplex can unwind modestly with an untwist angle of 12°and can open the minor groove to achieve a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 238 Å 3 ( Figure 3 and Figure S8 ). BHD2 in the minor groove engages in hydrophobic interactions with the PhIP phenyl ring. Two lesion-specific hydrogen bonds between the PhIP imidazole ring and Arg 601 at the tip of the BHD3 hairpin also stabilize the initial binding state ( Figure S8 ).
cis-B[a]P-dG:dT Duplex. Upon initial binding of Rad4, the mismatched partner T in this base-displaced intercalated structure becomes stacked into the duplex from its major groove position in the starting state; 28 it does not extrude into the major groove and does not become captured ( Figure 3D ). At the initial binding state, the BHD2 hairpin achieves moderate interactions with the minor groove at the lesion site, with a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 163 Å 3 ( Figure S9 ). In addition, the duplex unwinds with an untwist angle of 30°( Figure 3A) . translocates one step to the 3′ side of the lesion-containing strand ( Figure S10 ). In Model 2, this blockage is completely avoided, and stable initial binding of Rad4 is achieved: As Rad4 approaches, the BHD2 hairpin dynamically probes and ruptures the T:A base pair, which remains stacked-in but allows the DNA duplex to unwind ( Figure 3D ). BHD2 binds stably to the minor groove around this base pair with a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 216 Å 3 ( Figure S10 ). The duplex unwinds with an untwist angle of 25°( Figure 3A) .
( Figure 3D ). The BHD2 hairpin binds moderately into the minor groove 3′ to the lesion, with a BHD2 occupied minor groove AS volume of 232 Å 3 ( Figure  S11 ). In concert, there is modest unwinding with an untwist angle of 13°( Figure 3A) .
Portraits of stabilizing hydrogen-bonding and hydrophobic interactions between BHD2 and the DNA minor groove and backbone including the lesion itself, together with other details concerning Rad4 initial binding for each lesion, are given in Figures S2−S11. Movies S1−S10 show initial binding states.
■ DISCUSSION
Our goal in the present work was to begin the development of computational techniques for predicting the NER resistance of DNA lesions by exploring initial binding of Rad4/yeast XPC to lesion-containing duplexes, using extensive MD simulations. We hypothesize that poor initial binding inhibits lesion recognition by Rad4 and hence the subsequent cascade of events in NER. We devised three descriptors that reflect key structural features of Rad4 initial binding to lesion-containing DNA: the extent of BHD2 binding into the minor groove, the degree of duplex unwinding, and the occurrence of the partner strand base capture. These were based on insights into the Rad4 initial binding process provided by experimental single molecule 41 and temperature-jump perturbation spectroscopy (T-jump) studies 42, 43 and computational pathway studies 25, 26 of Rad4 binding. The existence of a fast initial DNA distortion step (∼100− 500 μs) was revealed in experimental studies of the Rad4 binding process using T-jump combined with fluorescence resonance energy transfer methods. 43 These studies suggested a "twist-open" mechanism for Rad4 binding: The initial binding causes fast DNA unwinding/untwisting, then the productive binding entails slow, full duplex opening (5−10 ms). It is proposed that the rates of these steps vary in different lesions due to their varying impacts on DNA distortion and destabilization. The existence of an initial binding step is further supported by single molecule studies. 41 The importance of the Rad4 initial binding step is further supported by the kinetic gating mechanism: Lesion recognition is determined by a kinetic gate in which there is competition between Rad4 residence time at the lesion site and the time for Rad4 to achieve productive binding; and recognizable lesions allow Rad4 to reside at the lesion site long enough to form the open complex, while Rad4 residence time is too short for the ones that escape recognition. 42 Furthermore, our computational pathway studies of Rad4 25, 26 showed that the initial binding varies for two different well-repaired lesions. It involves mainly BHD2 binding at the minor groove side of the lesion site, is enhanced by the capture of a partner strand base by the BHD2 and BHD3 domains, and is accompanied by DNA unwinding. The function of BHD2 in the initial lesion sensing is also supported by the T-jump and single molecule experiments, which showed that the BHD3 domain is not required for the initial binding stage. 43 In addition, deletion of a β-turn of BHD2 and BHD3 in human XPC greatly reduced XPC binding, but deletion of BHD3 alone had only modest impact on XPC binding to UV lesions in human cells. 44 Our quantification of extent of BHD2 binding into the minor groove and the degree of duplex unwinding upon initial binding shows remarkable correlation with experimental NER excision efficiencies for the 10 lesion-containing duplexes selected from our library, whose susceptibility varies from resistant to efficiently repaired ( Figure 3A) . With its diversity in lesion topology, stereochemistry, sequence context, and nature of adducted base (Figure 2 ), our selected lesions from the library reveal specific impacts on initial binding of Rad4. In particular, repair-resistant lesions show the least BHD2 binding and no unwinding, while more significant BHD2 binding and unwinding are observed for repair susceptible lesions ( Figure  3) . Furthermore, only the well-repaired duplexes manifest conformational capture of a partner base during initial binding ( Figure 3B ). Thus, these signature hallmarks of initial binding show promise as predictors of NER resistance, since failure to bind initially ensures that the following NER steps are impossible.
The role of the partner nucleotide is highlighted in our study of the repair-resistant cis-B[a]P-dG in a deletion duplex with a missing partner nucleotide. As expected, Rad4 fails to insert BHD2 and unwind the duplex at the initial binding state, consistent with experimental studies that show no specific binding of XPC for this case ( Figure 3C ). Nonetheless, in the PhIP-C8-dG deletion duplex, there is modest repair by NER despite the absence of the partner nucleotide. The unique topology of the PhIP lesion with its mobile phenyl ring and comparatively small ring system provides a less stable intercalation site structure, which can be somewhat unwound and accommodate BHD2 to an extent in the minor groove ( Figure 3D ). Furthermore, its heterocyclic chemical structure affords unique hydrogen bonds, and the phenyl ring provides hydrophobic interactions to Rad4 ( Figure S8 ). We speculate that a neighboring partner strand base could be captured to achieve sufficient productive binding for modest NER.
Conformational capture of a partner base is also inhibited for the case of the cis-B[a]P-dG with mismatched partner A, which is repair resistant. Although displaced into the major groove, the mismatched A exhibits strong van der Waals interactions with the groove, which prevents its extrusion, duplex unwinding, and BHD2 binding to the minor groove, and explains its NER resistance ( Figure 3C ).
Another example of the importance of partner base conformational capture is revealed for the 14R-DB[a,l]Padducted guanine and adenine pair. With intercalation of the DB[a,l]P ring system from the minor and major grooves, respectively, Watson−Crick pairing is ruptured only in the well-repaired guanine adduct, but maintained for the repair- resistant adenine adduct (Figure 2 ). Strong stacking interactions between the bulky DB[a,l]P ring system and the adjacent base pairs in the 14R-DB[a,l]P-dA:dT duplex inhibit duplex unwinding and partner T flipping and limit BHD2 binding ( Figure 3C ). On the other hand, for the guanine adduct, the partner C to the modified guanine flips out upon BHD2 binding from its original stacked-in position and is captured by Rad4, accompanied by substantial unwinding ( Figure 3B and Figure S4) .
The modest repair of the minor groove positioned (+)-and (−)-trans-B[a]P-dG adducts is likely to be related to the obstruction of the minor groove for BHD2 binding at the lesion site. Our study reveals that BHD2 is able to achieve moderate binding and duplex unwinding two base pair steps 3′ to the lesion, where it avoids the obstruction of the minor groove by the lesion (Figure 3 and Figures S10−11) .
We appreciate that the moderately repaired lesions, none of which display partner base conformational capture ( Figure  3D ), would eventually flip partner strand base/bases into Rad4 along the pathway toward productive binding. In order to improve our computational strategy for identifying repairresistant lesions, further studies will be needed with additional selections of lesions and longer simulations to gain better understanding of Rad4 initial binding, including partner base flipping.
However, lesions may bind well initially but fail to achieve the productive open complex: BHD3 must insert into the duplex, which is required for recruitment of TFIIH needed for lesion verification and subsequent stages of NER. Hence, the current approach will identify only a subset of repair-resistant lesions, while full pathway studies with binding free energy barriers, as in our earlier work, 25, 26 would be needed to identify lesions that resist BHD3 insertion. Experimental XPC binding studies 45, 46 as well as T-jump 42, 43 and single molecule 41 investigations together with ongoing NER characterizations of lesions provide anchors for the development of advanced computational strategies. In addition, the molecular and dynamic characterization of lesion verification remains obscure, and the role that verification may play in identifying repair-resistant lesions is a future challenge. 
